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Ultra Smooth
SILK Laminates Anti-fingerprint
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An elegant and warm to touch laminate with unique features.

The surface has thermal healing properties for superficial micro 
scratches, low light reflectivity thanks to its extreme opacity 
and matt finish as well as anti-fingerprint feature.

SILK offers even more, an innovative free phenol core which 
stand out this new product.

SILK is suitable for both horizontal and vertical applications. 
It can be used in a wide range of interior designs,  for home, 
hospitality, healthcare, and commercial applications: e.g. 
kitchens and bathrooms, work surfaces, furniture, construction,
doors and wall claddings.

ULTRA SMOOTH anti-fingerprint
SILK new collection evokes luxuriousness

Embrace the assertive aesthetic of new SILK collection

For an exquisite product, a premium service.  All the decor range in size 
3050x1300x0,8 is in stock with a delivery time of up to 7 days.

From the lightness of white to 
the depth of black. Alone or side 
by side, always perfect.

Silk Pure White 
Ref: BS4401

Silk Black
Ref: LS3031



A shade of gray for every personality. 
The finesse and sobriety of gray to 
enhance the character of each space. 
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Silk Grey
Ref: LS166

Silk Fume
Ref: LS4054
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Bring nature indoors. The harmony 
and comfort of Nudes create inspiring 
surroundings. 

Colors encourages personal 
inventiveness and creativity.  
Create exquisite yet bold spaces.
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Silk Sand
Ref: LS6491

Silk Bambus
Ref: LS5206
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Intense black and delicate white 
marbles to inspire timeless 
designs and unique interiors.
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Silk White Marble
Ref: FS7089

Silk Black Marble
Ref: FS8023
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ULTRA SMOOTH

Disclaimer

This document has been produced using the best and most advanced printing techniques. However, the photographs may not accurately reproduce 
the actual colors. SURFORMA® assumes no liability for errors and omissions or color variations due to photographic or printing processes. Technical 
modifications for product improvement may be made without prior notice. SURFORMA® also reserves the right to change its range of products
without prior notice at any time. Use of any product name, company name or company trade names, registered trademark and/or images is prohibited 
without the express permission of SURFORMA®.

Silk Pure White
Ref: BS4401

Silk Gray Rock
Ref: LS0659

Silk Ivory White
Ref: BS5364

Silk Charcoal
Ref: LS5212

Silk Cenere
Ref: LS5534

Silk Fume
Ref: LS4054

Silk Grey
Ref: LS166

Silk Medium Grey
Ref: LS4068

Silk Sand
Ref: LS6491

Silk Anthracite
Ref: LS167

Silk Black
Ref: LS3031

SILK Collection Decors

Silk Beige
Ref: LS6160

Silk Taupe
Ref: LS2201

Silk Black Marble
Ref: FS8023

Silk White Marble
Ref: FS7089

Silk Storm Blue
Ref: LS6274

Silk Solid Blue
Ref: LS5230

Silk Bambus
Ref: LS5206

Silk Hindu
Ref: LS5234

Sizes (mm): 2150x1300x0,8; 3050x1300x0,8; 4200x1300 
Other variants of sizes and thikness are subject to prior inquiry.

Express Service: all the decor range in size 3050x1300x0,8
is in stock with a delivery time of up to 7 days.

Samples
Before making a decision, you can 
order your favorite samples via our 
website.

Don't forget to follow us on social 
media:

 /surforma
 /surforma 
 /company/surforma

info@surforma.com
www.surforma.com
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www.surforma.com


